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Smoky, earthy, fruity, and spicy, the flavors of the Southwest have intrigued Bobby Flay ever
since he was a young chef, eventually serving as the inspiration for the menu at his first
restaurant, Mesa Grill. Now sixteen years later, Bobby’s bold and vivacious take on this cuisine
has made him a fixture on America’s culinary scene and turned Mesa Grill into a veritable
institution. In Bobby Flay’s Mesa Grill Cookbook, the celebrity chef invites you to join him in the
kitchen of his famous restaurant to learn the secrets of his of his signature contemporary
Southwestern cuisine.Here are 150 recipes for the drinks, appetizers, soups, salads, main
dishes, sides, sauces, desserts, and brunch dishes that have earned Bobby his reputation for
creating innovative combinations and big, rich flavors, including:- Grilled Asparagus and Goat
Cheese Quesadillas with Tomato Jam and Cilantro Yogurt- Queso Fundido with Roasted
Poblano Vinaigrette- Sweet Potato and Roasted Plantain Soup with Smoked Chile Crema-
Grilled Shrimp Brushed with Smoked Chile Butter and Tomatillo Salsa- Seared Tuna Tostado
with Black Bean Mango Salsa- Coffee-Rubbed Filets Mignons with Ancho-Mushroom Sauce-
Spicy Coconut Tapioca with Mango and BlackberriesComplete with a guide no tequila lover
should be without, a list of must-haves for the Southwestern pantry, menu suggestions for festive
occasions with friends and family, Bobby's pointers on basic cooking techniques, and 100 full-
color photographs, Bobby Flay’s Mesa Grill Cookbook helps you re-create the fun and flavors of
Mesa Grill in your own kitchen.

You've got to hand it to Bobby Flay. He opened his first restaurant, the inventive "new
southwestern" Mesa Grill, in 1991--and he's still celebrating the sweet, hot and spicy at that
Manhattan outpost, not to mention on his TV shows and in other cookbooks like Boy Gets Grill
and Bobby Flay's Bold American Food. Bobby Flay's Mesa Grill Cookbook offers 140-plus
recipes for a wide range of new "signature dishes," such as BBQ Duck Filled Blue Corn
Pancakes with Habañero Sauce; Chile Rubbed Short Ribs with Creamy Polenta and Cotija
Cheese; and Grilled Red Snapper with Tomato-New Mexico Red Chile Sauce. He also includes
idiosyncratic takes on old favorites, like Whipped Potatoes with Cilantro Pesto, and desserts
including Milk Chocolate-Peanut Butter Crème Brûlée, and Caramel Apple Shortcakes. Even
drinks get the Flay treatment.His food (at least in moderation) is difficult not to like. Cooks will
find the recipes eminently doable if they're willing to cull the necessary ingredients--there's a fine
ingredients glossary--and put aside a bit of time. This is great "occasion cooking" and should
appeal to dyed-in-the-grill Flay fans, as well as those whose curiosity has been tickled by his
winning culinary hegemony. --Arthur BoehmFrom Publishers WeeklyFlay is everywhere:
overseeing six restaurants, appearing on four TV shows plus his own Web site and now
assembling his seventh cookbook in 13 years. Flay preps the reader for culinary adventure with



a tequila guide followed by four different margarita recipes, and then sets off on a whirlwind tour
of flavorful dishes inspired by the American Southwest. Flay's trademark is flavoring a perfectly
grilled or roasted hunk of protein with smoke or chili or fruit, exemplified by Pan-Roasted Venison
with Tangerine–Roasted Jalapeño Sauce and the slightly tamer Coffee-Rubbed Filets Mignons
with Ancho-Mushroom Sauce. Shrimp, snapper and tuna dominate the seafood section, though
there is also the quintessentially Flayvian Grilled Swordfish with Pineapple-Mustard Glaze and
Cilantro-Mint Chimichurri. A chapter on brunches turns up the heat with dishes like Egg and
Aged Sirloin Tortillas with Three-Pepper Relish. Coming full circle by drawing upon recipes from
Mesa Grill, his first eatery, Flay also slyly opens the door for a series of cookbooks based on his
other properties. 100 color photos not seen by PW. (Oct.)Copyright © Reed Business
Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.About the AuthorBobby Flay
opened his first restaurant, Mesa Grill, in 1991 and quickly developed a following for his
innovative Southwestern cuisine. The restaurant continues to get high marks in The Zagat
Survey for its regional American cuisine and has spawned two offshoots, Mesa Grill in Caesar's
Palace in Las Vegas and Mesa Grill Atlantis in the Bahamas. Bobby opened Bolo in 1993, Bar
American in 2005, and Bobby Flay Steak in 2006. He is also the food correspondent for The
Early Show on CBS and has hosted numerous popular cooking shows since his debut on Food
Network in 1996, from the Emmy-nominated Boy Meets Grill to the Iron Chef America Series
and Throwdown with Bobby Flay. This is his seventh book.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission.
All rights reserved.Pan-Roasted Pork Chops with Yellow Pepper Mole SauceServes 4The yellow
pepper mole may have lots of ingredients, but the result is a delightfully complex sauce. Golden
raisins and white chocolate preserve the golden color of the roasted peppers, and while those
may sound sweet, onion, garlic, and tomatillos keep the sauce savory, fresh, and never cloying.
At the restaurant we give this a hint of smoked red pepper sauce and cilantro oil and garnish it
with cilantro.• 1/4 cup plus 2 tablespoons canola oil• 2 (6-inch) yellow corn tortillas, coarsely
chopped• 1/4 cup raw pumpkin seeds• 1 medium red onion, chopped• 4 cloves garlic, chopped•
4 cups low-sodium chicken broth• 3 yellow bell peppers, roasted, peeled, seeded, and
chopped• 1 ripe mango, peeled, pitted, and chopped• 2 tomatillos, husked, scrubbed, and
chopped• 3 tablespoons golden raisins• 4 (10- to 12-ounce) center-cut bone-in pork chops•
Kosher salt and freshly ground white pepper• 1/2 ounce white chocolate, chopped• 1
tablespoon honey• 1/4 teaspoon ground cloves• 1/2 teaspoon ground cinnamon1. Heat the 1/4
cup oil in a medium saucepan over high heat until smoking. Add the tortillas and fry until crisp,
about 1 minute. Remove to a plate.2. Add the pumpkin seeds to the pan and cook until golden, 2
to 3 minutes. Transfer to a plate.3. Add the onion to the pan and cook until soft, 3 to 4 minutes.
Add the garlic and cook for 1 minute. Add the stock, yellow peppers, mango, tomatillos, and
raisins and boil, stirring occasionally, until reduced by half, 25 to 30 minutes.4. Transfer the
yellow pepper mixture, the fried tortillas, and the pumpkin seeds to a food processor and
process until smooth. Strain the sauce into a clean medium saucepan and simmer over medium
heat until it reaches a sauce consistency, 15 to 20 minutes. Keep warm over low heat.5. Preheat



the oven to 425 degrees F.6. Heat the 2 tablespoons oil in a large ovenproof sauté pan over high
heat until almost smoking. Season the chops on both sides with salt and pepper. Place the
chops in the pan and cook until golden brown, 4 to 5 minutes; flip the chops over and place the
pan in the oven. Roast until medium, 8 to 10 minutes.7. Remove the chops from the pan and let
rest for 5 minutes before serving. While the chops are resting, add the chocolate, honey, cloves,
and cinnamon to the sauce and season with salt and pepper. Cook for 5 minutes. The mole
sauce can be made up to 1 day in advance and refrigerated. Reheat before serving.8. Ladle
some of the sauce onto each of 4 large dinner plates and top with a pork chop.Read more
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Copyright © 2007 by Boy Meets Grill, Inc.Photographs copyright © 2007 by Ben FinkAll rights
reserved.Published in the United States by Clarkson Potter/Publishers, an imprint of the Crown
Publishing Group, a division of Random House, Inc, New York.Clarkson N. Potter is a trademark
and Potter and colophon are registered trademarks of Random House, Inc.Library of Congress
Cataloguing-in-Publication Data is available upon requestv3.1ALSO BY BOBBY FLAYBobby
Flay Cooks AmericanBobby Flay’s Bold American FoodBobby Flay’s Boy Gets GrillBobby Flay’s
Boy Meets GrillBobby Flay’s From My Kitchen to Your TableBobby Flay’s Grilling for LifeOVER
THE LAST DECADE AND A HALF, THOUSANDS OF HARDWORKING, DEDICATED
EMPLOYEES HAVE BEEN A TREMENDOUS PART OF MESA GRILL’S EXISTENCE. HERE
ARE A FEW OF THOSE WHO HELPED SHAPE THE CUISINE AND ENVIRONMENT OF
MESA GRILL:Larry ManheimNeil ManacleChristopher HewittKaty SparksPatricia Yeo Christine
SanchezWayne Harley BrachmanVicki WellsJoe AntonishekCraig PetroffRick PitcherDaryl
SwetzManny GatdulaBob MundellAlfred StephensNicole ReismanStephanie BanyasTara
TaylorSally JacksonMonique McCallJohn KushnerBrian RayPaul DelfaveroAnthony FuscoRenee
ForsbergTheresa ScalaMario SanchezBilly SteeleGiovanni BonillaJ. P. FrancoisLucille
JaccarinoOsiris BritoFran BernfeldTara KeelerA special thank-you to my amazing editor, Rica
Allannic.And to the greatest partners in the world, Jerry Kretchmer, Jeff Bliss, and Laurence
Kretchmer.And, of course, to my daughter, Sophie, and to my wife, Stephanie, who endures
every menu change, restaurant opening, and manuscript deadline with open arms and a warm
heart.CONTENTSINTRODUCTIONTHE SOUTHWESTERN PANTRYGUIDE TO FRESH AND
DRIED CHILESMESA KITCHEN BASICSDRINKSSOUPSSALADSAPPETIZERSSHELLFISH
AND FISHPOULTRYMEAT AND GAMESIDESRELISHES, SAUCES, AND
VINAIGRETTESDESSERTSBRUNCHSOURCESINDEXMESA GRILL WAS THE
RESTAURANT I ALWAYS DREAMED OF ONE DAY OPENING WHEN I WAS A YOUNG LINE
COOK CRANKING OUT COUNTLESS MEALS AT A RESTAURANT CALLED JOE ALLEN IN
NEW YORK’S THEATER DISTRICT. IT DIDN’T TAKE ME LONG TO REALIZE, EVEN IN MY
FIRST DAYS AS A DISHWASHER, THAT I HAD FOUND MY PLACE IN LIFE—AND IT WAS IN
THE KITCHEN.As I continued to learn the ins and outs of my chosen craft in other restaurants,
my father would always talk to me about setting goals for myself, my future. Little did he know
that I had already designed my dream restaurant in my head.I imagined soaring ceilings,
dramatic colors adorning the walls, a large bar on one side of the room but not separate from the
dining room. I wanted a sense of energy. I wanted a restaurant that would take you to another
place as soon as you walked in the front door. An experience that was unique unto itself. And, of
course, my dream restaurant would be in New York City, my birthplace.But it was early in my
career. It was all fine and good to dream big, but I needed the skills first. I had no culinary point
of view of my own yet. I was cooking other chefs’ food to the best of my ability, but I had yet to
formalize my own palette of flavors.My first experience with Southwestern ingredients was at a



restaurant called Bud’s, which was located on the Upper West Side of Manhattan. Jonathan
Waxman, the chef and owner, would become my culinary mentor. Bud’s was one of the most
innovative restaurants in the country back in the mid-1980s and I was mesmerized by the
ingredients, the presentations, and the combinations of flavors. Most important, it was an
unbelievably fun place to go to work. Every day was an adventure.The food at Bud’s was
California cuisine with some stops in the Southwest. It was my first head-on collision with blue
corn, fresh and dried chiles by the dozen, fresh mesquite wood for grilling. We used ripe fruits to
counter the heat of the chiles and roasted corn on the cob to create salsas, relishes, and sauces
that were smoky, sweet, tart, and spicy. It was a whole new world for me—and I loved it.After
working for Jonathan for a few years, I made a few pit stops in other New York restaurants before
I was offered the head chef job at a modest but fantastically popular East Village restaurant
called Miracle Grill. It gave me a chance to experiment on my own, which I did for three years.
But I knew I wanted to take the signature contemporary Southwestern cuisine I was developing
to another level.NOW THAT I WAS BEGINNING TO GET MY ARMS AROUND A CUISINE I
COULD CALL MY OWN, I WANTED THE RESTAURANT I’D ALWAYS DREAMED OF—I
WANTED MESA GRILL!In the fall of 1990, a man named Jerry Kretchmer walked into Miracle
Grill for dinner with his wife, Dorothy. I knew of Jerry; he owned one of the most well thought of
restaurants in America, Gotham Bar and Grill. I didn’t give his presence a second thought,
though I was, of course, happy to cook for him. It didn’t cross my mind for a moment that he
might be interested in partnering up with me for a restaurant someday.I didn’t know that Jerry
and Dorothy had just come back from an extensive trip through the American Southwest. Jerry is
a hard-core native New Yorker, but he had always wanted to be a cowboy. Was it possible that
two New Yorkers from different generations—one obsessed with the culture, the beauty, and the
people of the Southwest, and the other fully entrenched in its ingredients, techniques, and flavors
—could come together to create something that fulfilled both of their dreams?Mesa Grill was
born on lower Fifth Avenue in the Flatiron District of New York on January 16, 1991. Although
New York was in a deadly financial recession, opening night of Mesa Grill was raucous … until
the first bomb was dropped on Iraq, signaling the start of the First Gulf War. Half of the dining
room got up from their tables to go home and watch the first-ever televised war. It was not an
illustrious start.Over the next few weeks, customers started coming back to the restaurant, and
Mesa Grill was under way. It was far from easy. Food critics were in every corner of the dining
room to see if we could deliver what we had promised. But the reviews were upbeat and
generous and the restaurant I had dreamed of had become a reality.AS I WRITE THIS, IT HAS
BEEN SIXTEEN YEARS SINCE THE DOORS FIRST OPENED. THERE ARE NOW OUTPOSTS
AT CAESARS PALACE IN LAS VEGAS AND AT ATLANTIS, PARADISE ISLAND,
BAHAMAS.The menu has changed and evolved over the years but has always stayed true to its
Southwestern roots. In fact, two dishes remain today from that opening menu—Shrimp and
Roasted Garlic Corn Tamales and BBQ-Duck-Filled Blue Corn Pancakes with Habanero Sauce.
Temptation to integrate the hot and trendy ingredients or cuisines of the moment has been



fended off by an allegiance to a cuisine that has helped shape my career.When people ask me
to describe the food of Mesa Grill, I usually answer them in two words: “Contemporary
Southwestern.” It’s a simple description of a cuisine that to me is still as exciting as it was when I
first got to know its flavorful ingredients a couple of decades ago: the roasted corn fresh from the
cob; the cornmeals in a myriad of colors; the dried red chiles that are earthy, smoky, fruity, and
spicy; the fresh chiles that are peppery, herbaceous, and mouthwatering; the ripe, creamy
avocados; the sweet fruits like mango and papaya; pineapples hot off the grill, ready to be made
into a salsa; the meats, fish, and vegetables that are gently rubbed with spices to accent their
flavors and help create a crust that is savory and mouth-tingling; the glazes and barbecue
sauces; the marinades and rubs; and don’t forget the tequila.It all makes up the culture of Mesa
Grill, which started as a New York City restaurant with colorful walls, energetic patrons, and
soaring ceilings high enough for your cowboy hat.THE INGREDIENTS BELOW ARE THE
BUILDING BLOCKS OF FLAVOR FOR SOUTHWESTERN COOKING. THESE ARE MY GO-TO
INGREDIENTS, THOSE THAT HAVE INSPIRED ME TO CREATE HUNDREDS OF RECIPES
OVER THE YEARS, AND I NEVER TIRE OF USING THEM. WHEN I OPENED MESA GRILL IN
1991, MANY OF THE ITEMS LISTED BELOW WERE ALMOST IMPOSSIBLE TO FIND IN
LOCAL GROCERY STORES, AND THE INTERNET WAS YEARS AWAY FROM BEING THE
POWERFUL TOOL THAT IT IS TODAY. THANKS TO THIS COUNTRY’S EVER-EVOLVING
PALATE AND THE POPULARITY OF FOOD NETWORK, YOU CAN GET ANYTHING,
ANYWHERE, TODAY.AVOCADOAlthough there are several varieties of avocados, the one that I
prefer and use in my cooking is the Hass avocado, which is grown extensively in California and
Mexico. It is a medium-sized oval fruit with a thick, pebbly skin. The flesh is very flavorful, with an
almost nutty flavor, and because avocados ripen off the tree, not on, if they are properly stored in
a cool, dark place, they will keep for several days. A ripe avocado will range in color from dark
green to black-brown and should yield to firm, gentle pressure.CAJETA (KAH-HAY-TAH)This
thick, dark syrup or paste is made from caramelized sugar and milk—traditionally goat’s milk,
although cow’s milk is often used. Cajeta can be found in several flavors (primarily caramel and
fruit) in Latin markets. It’s used in Mexico and in some South American countries primarily as a
dessert by itself or as a topping for ice cream or fruit.CHAYOTE SQUASHA member of the gourd
family, this vegetable from Mexico is pear shaped and light to dark apple-green in color. Chayote
can be roasted, sautéed, or grilled. Its shape and texture are perfect for stuffing.CHILE
PEPPERSSee Guide to Fresh and Dried Chiles.CHORIZOChorizo is coarsely ground dry pork
sausage that is heavily seasoned with garlic and paprika. When produced in Mexico, this spicy
sausage is uncooked and made from fresh pork. The Spanish product, which is also very spicy,
is produced from smoked pork that is dry-cured. However, there is also a fresh uncured Spanish-
style chorizo variety, which I prefer to use in my recipes (see Sources).CILANTROCilantro is
definitely my favorite herb and makes an appearance in almost every dish at Mesa Grill because
its distinctive, herbaceous flavor lends itself perfectly to Southwestern cooking. Cilantro is a
somewhat fragile herb, so look for bundles with bright green full-grown leaves. I use only the



leaves in my cooking, but the stems are full of flavor and can be used to flavor stocks or sauces.
It should be washed in cold water when brought home from the grocery store and left to dry
before wrapping it in paper towels and storing in a seal-top plastic bag. Stored properly in the
refrigerator, fresh cilantro will last for a week.CINNAMON, MEXICAN (CANELA)Canela is the
Spanish word for “cinnamon.” The cinnamon used in Mexican cooking is the softer loose-bark
variety grown in Ceylon rather than the more commonly found hard-stick cinnamon. Canela is
easily ground in a mortar and pestle (or an electric coffee/spice grinder). It can also be
purchased already ground, but I always prefer grinding my own spices.CITRUSI love the
freshness that citrus brings to dishes and I use it in everything from marinades to vinaigrettes at
Mesa Grill. Not only do I use the juice of grapefruit, orange, lemon, and lime, but I also utilize the
essential-oil-laden zest for its bright flavor and color.COCONUT MILK, UNSWEETENEDReadily
available in cans in the Asian aisle of most supermarkets, coconut mik is not the liquid inside the
coconut but rather the result of squeezing and straining fresh coconut meat. Naturally creamy
and slightly sweet, it has a mild coconut flavor that is a great counterbalance to the strong flavors
of chiles and curries.CORIANDERCoriander is the dried ripe fruit of the herb cilantro and is
prevalent in Southwestern and Mexican cooking. The light brown seeds have a sweetly aromatic
flavor that tastes like a combination of sage and lemon. The spice is available preground, but the
flavor is improved infinitely if you buy the seeds whole and toast them in a dry sauté pan over
low heat on top of the stove until just fragrant and then grind them yourself in a coffee/spice
grinder.CORN, WHITE AND YELLOWFresh corn is one of my favorite ingredients come
summer. Sautéed, roasted, grilled, served on the cob or off, nothing beats its sweet flavor. One
ear of corn will yield approximately ½ cup of kernels. I am able to get fresh corn year-round at
the restaurants, but frozen corn can be substituted in any of my recipes that include corn.CORN
HUSKS, DRIEDDried corn husks are essential for making tamales. The husks must be soaked
in warm water for at least 1 hour to make them pliable before being used for
wrapping.CORNMEALCornmeal is available in white, yellow, and blue varieties as well as in
fine, medium, and coarse grinds. Medium and coarse grinds are great for making polenta,
muffins, and breads, while fine and medium grinds are used for breading fish and chicken.Blue
corn has a sweeter, nuttier flavor than white or yellow corn and when dried and ground into
cornmeal takes on a grayish-purple color.COTIJA CHEESEThis firm-textured, somewhat
crumbly, white Mexican cheese is traditionally made from goat’s milk but is also now made from
cow’s milk. When it is produced, it is a hard ripened cheese with a closed texture, providing a
distinctively salty flavor. Cotija cheese is often considered to be similar to
Parmesan.CREMACrema is a slightly soured and thickened cream with a tangy taste similar to
sour cream but with a smoother finish. If not available in your market, crème fraîche or sour
cream can be used as a substitute.CUMINPungent and smoky, cumin is one of the most
prevalent spices in Southwestern and Mexican cooking. The spice is available preground, but
the flavor is improved infinitely if you buy the seeds whole and toast them in a dry sauté pan,
then grind them yourself in a coffee/spice grinder.GARLICSharp when raw, sweet when roasted,



garlic is without question the king of all of these flavorings! It has an oniony and, well, garlicky
taste. It adds aroma and flavor to pretty much every dish imaginable—except, of course,
desserts. I can’t think of another ingredient that adds so much to whatever it touches.JICAMAA
sweet, crunchy root vegetable, jicama tastes almost like a cross between an apple and a potato.
It can be cooked, but I prefer to use it raw in salads and relishes.MANGOI love to use this sweet
orange-fleshed tropical fruit in salsas, vinaigrettes, and sauces. A ripe mango should give
slightly when pressed, and the color should be yellowish-orange to red. Put mangoes in a paper
bag to ripen at room temperature; store ripe mangoes in the refrigerator.ONIONIn my opinion,
everything good starts with onions and garlic. That also goes for shallots, members of the onion
family that taste almost like a mix between the two. I use white, yellow, and red in my cooking.
Grilling onions gives them a sweet, mellow flavor that I love—cooked and raw onions have very
different qualities, each with their time and place.OREGANO, MEXICANMexican oregano has
an earthier flavor with less of the mintlike taste and aroma normally present in Greek or
Mediterranean oregano. Unlike Mediterranean oregano, Mexican oregano is best if used dried.
It’s available in flakes or as a powder.PEPPERNext to salt, pepper is definitely the most used
seasoning in my kitchen. Peppercorns come in green, white, and black varieties and all have
different flavors. I prefer the taste of black pepper in my cooking. Whole black peppercorns retain
their flavor indefinitely, so pepper should always be bought whole and ground fresh from a
pepper mill.PLANTAINNative to India, plantains are grown most widely in tropical climates.
Although they look a lot like bananas and are close relatives, plantains are quite different. They
are starchier and are used as a vegetable in many cuisines, especially Latin American. As they
ripen, plantains change in color from green to black, with green being the least ripe and black
being fully ripe. When green, they are very starchy and should only be boiled or fried. Once they
completely ripen to black, they become very sweet and are great in desserts and any savory
recipe where a sweeter taste is desired. You can speed up the ripening process by storing
plantains in a paper bag until they ripen and turn black.To peel a plantain, use a sharp knife to
cut off the top and bottom ends. With the tip of the knife, make one slit in the skin of the plantain
from top to bottom. Use your thumb and fingers to work the peel away from the pulp of the fruit
beginning at the slit. Less ripe plantains have tougher skins and are best peeled under cold
water to avoid bruising.POSOLEPosole (also known as hominy) is dried corn kernels that have
been soaked in a weak lye bath until softened. The puffy kernels have a somewhat bland corn
taste but a fantastic, hearty texture that is perfect in soups and stews. Posole can be purchased
canned or dried. If using dried, it must be soaked overnight in cold water before cooking.SALT,
KOSHERSalt plays the most important role in my cooking. Salt intensifies the taste of whatever
you are cooking and allows the true flavors to come through. I personally prefer kosher salt to
standard table or sea salt not only because of the taste but also because of the large fluffy
grains. The texture makes it easy for me to pick up kosher salt with my fingers and I always have
a good feel for how much I am using.TOMATILLOSRelatives of the tomato and members of the
nightshade family, tomatillos are about the size of a lime and provide a tart flavor when used in



sauces and salsas. Remove their papery husks and rinse the pale green-yellow fruits before
using. Tomatillos can be used raw, or roasted to bring out some sweetness.TORTILLASTortillas
are Mexican flat bread and are made of either cornmeal (white, yellow, and blue varieties) or
wheat flour. Both types can be fried and baked, but only flour tortillas can stand up to grilling;
corn tortillas become too brittle. I love the flavor of corn tortillas and the versatility of flour
tortillas.GUIDE TO FRESH AND DRIED CHILESIT BECOMES QUITE OBVIOUS AS YOU
READ THIS BOOK THAT FRESH AND DRIED CHILES PLAY AN IMPORTANT ROLE IN MY
COOKING AT MESA GRILL. I SIMPLY LOVE THE RANGE AND DEPTH OF FLAVOR THEY
ADD TO MY RECIPES AND I USE THEM IN EVERYTHING FROM VINAIGRETTES AND
SAUCES TO SPICE RUBS. CHILES ARE ABOUT MUCH MORE THAN JUST HEAT. THE
MORE YOU USE THEM, THE MORE YOU WILL COME TO LEARN ABOUT AND
APPRECIATE THE COMPLEXITY OF THEIR FLAVORS.FRESH CHILESMost supermarkets
today offer a wide range of fresh chiles in their produce department. If your market doesn’t, then
look at the source section at the end of this book for Internet sites that offer mail order. When
purchasing fresh chiles, it’s important to buy chiles that have shiny, smooth skin and are heavy
for their size. They should be dry and firm to the touch. Chiles should be kept dry and stored in
the crisper section of the refrigerator. Never wrap them in plastic, because too much moisture
can spoil them.I recommend wearing rubber gloves or disposable plastic gloves when handling
fresh chiles to protect your hands from capsaicin, the volatile chemical in chiles that is
responsible for their heat. Most of the capsaicin is located in the internal rib of the chile and
removing it will significantly reduce the level of heat. If you choose to forgo the gloves, then just
be careful not to touch your eyes or face after handling fresh chiles.ANAHEIMNamed for the city
of Anaheim, California, this chile has a fresh green flavor but very little heat. Anaheims are 6 to
10 inches in length and are most often used when green. They are one of the most common
chiles in the United States.FRESNONamed after Fresno, California, where it was first grown, the
Fresno chile is similar to a jalapeño in flavor and appearance but is often less spicy. It is available
in green and red varieties, with the red variety being sweeter. If you can’t find Fresno chiles, you
can definitely substitute jalapeños.HABANERO AND SCOTCH BONNETFresh or dried, these
small bell-shaped chiles are the hottest of all chiles. Both habaneros and Scotch bonnets are
green in their unripe stage, but their color at maturity varies, ranging from orange to red. These
chiles aren’t just about heat; they also have an incredible fruity, almost citruslike flavor and a
floral aroma.JALAPEÑONamed after the region of Jalapa, Mexico, this is probably the most well-
known and available fresh chile in the United States. It comes in both green and red varieties.
Jalapeños’ heat can be inconsistent due to the soil and climate they are grown in. It’s always
good to add jalapeño in increments to your recipe or—if you dare—cut off a little piece and taste
it before using, to gauge how much heat it will add to the recipe.POBLANOThis dark green chile
tapers down to a point and is normally 4 to 6 inches long. This is the chile that is used to make
chiles rellenos. The poblano has an amazing pepper flavor and just the right amount of heat. I
call it a starter chile.SERRANOTurning from green to red as it matures, the serrano is long and



slightly curved and ranges from 1 to 4 inches in length. Serranos are very spicy but also
flavorful.DRIED CHILESDrying chiles concentrates their natural sugars and intensifies their
flavor. I love using dried chiles to deepen the flavor of a sauce, soup, or vinaigrette. Dried chiles
add not only an earthy flavor but a spiciness, too. More and more supermarkets are carrying
them today, but as with fresh chiles, if you can’t find them near you, the source section in the
back of this book lists Internet sites for mail order.When selecting dried chiles, look for those that
are clean and not discolored; they should not be faded, dusty, or broken. Freshly dried chiles will
be soft and supple, with a distinct earthy aroma. They will keep, stored in an airtight container
and out of direct sunlight, for several months. Most dried chiles should be toasted or rehydrated
before using.ANCHOAnchos are dried poblanos. They are red and have a spicy raisin
flavor.CASCABELCascabel chiles are bright red to dark red in color and round in shape.
Cascabel means “rattle” and when you shake one of these chiles the seeds make a rattling
sound. The chiles are medium to very hot, with a nutty, woodsy flavor.CHILE DE ÁRBOLÁrbol
means “tree” in Spanish and these slender, tapered chiles resemble small trees. Tiny and very
hot, these chiles also have an almost herbaceous flavor.CHIPOTLEChipotles, which are dried
and smoked jalapeños, are brownish in color, with a fiery, smoky flavor. They are often sold
canned in adobo sauce.GUAJILLOGuajillos are moderately hot chiles with a distinct flavor
reminiscent of pine.NEW MEXICO REDThese chiles are a brick-red color, with a pointed shape
that measures around 6 inches long. They have a deep, roasted flavor but not a lot of
heat.PASILLAAlso known in Spanish as chile negro, pasilla means “little raisin” and the skin of
these chiles is indeed black and wrinkled. They are used most often in moles and salsas and
give moderate heat.SCOVILLE UNITS: DETERMINING THE PRECISE PUNGENCY OF
CHILESIn 1912, Wilbur L. Scoville, a pharmacologist with the drug company Parke-Davis, was
using capsaicin in a muscle salve called Heet, when he developed the Scoville Organoleptic
Test. This test used a panel of five human heat samplers who tasted and analyzed a solution
made from exact weights of chile peppers dissolved in alcohol and diluted with sugar water. The
pungency was recorded in multiples of one hundred “Scoville units.”The following are the
approximate Scoville units and numerical ratings from the Official Chile Heat Scale for the
varieties of chiles used at Mesa Grill. The higher the rating, the hotter the chile. Ten is the highest/
hottest possible rating. Keep in mind that these ratings are not foolproof, because chiles can
vary in degrees of hotness due to the local conditions where they were grown. To pretest the
heat of a chile before you add it to a recipe, cut off a very small piece and taste it raw. To be safe,
I recommend that you have a glass of cold milk or a bowl of yogurt on hand because dairy is
really the only way to offset the burn of a hot chile.CAPSAICIN: THE HEAT SOURCE OF CHILE
PEPPERSCapsaicin is produced in chiles by glands at the junction of the rib and the pod wall. It
spreads unevenly throughout the inside of the pod and is concentrated mostly in the ribs. The
seeds are not sources of heat as commonly believed. However, because of their proximity to the
rib, they occasionally absorb capsaicin through the growing process.Capsaicin is an incredibly
powerful and stable compound seemingly unaffected by drying or temperature. It will retain its



original potency no matter how long the chile is dried, cooked, or stored in the
freezer.BLANCHINGThis technique is normally used to cook vegetables, green vegetables in
particular because it helps them to retain their vibrant color; it can also be used to prepare
shellfish for a ceviche. Prepare a large bowl of ice water. Bring salted water to a boil, add the
vegetables or shellfish, and cook, either until tender or for as long as directed in the recipe. Drain
the vegetables and plunge into the ice water to stop the cooking. Drain again.COLD-
SMOKINGCold-smoking is a technique that imparts a smoky flavor to meat, fish, or vegetables.
Since no cooking takes place, the interior texture of the food generally isn’t affected and further
preparation is required, such as roasting, grilling, curing, or sautéing. I love using smoked
tomatoes in salsas and smoked fish or shrimp for tacos.Prepare a small charcoal or wood fire in
a domed grill or on a stove-top cold-smoker. Lay chips of soaked aromatic wood, such as
hickory, apple, or mesquite, over the ashes—you just want to get the smoke going, not a very hot
fire. (Remember that food isn’t cooked by this method, but is infused with a smoky
flavor.)Arrange the food on the grill rack over the chips, open the top vent slightly, and cover the
grill so that the smoke stays inside. Smoke for the amount of time indicated below:Meat—15
minutesFish fillets and peeled shrimp—10 minutesPeppers and chiles (rub with oil first)—20
minutesTomatoes (rub with oil first)—10 minutesROASTING PEPPERS AND CHILESPreheat
the oven to 375 degrees F. Brush the peppers with olive oil and season with salt and pepper,
place in the oven on a rimmed baking sheet, and rotate until charred on all sides, 15 to 17
minutes. Remove from the oven and place the roasted peppers in a bowl, cover with plastic
wrap, and let sit for 15 minutes to allow the skin to loosen. Then peel, halve, and seed. Treat
chiles exactly the same way as the peppers. Roasted peppers and chiles can be covered and
stored for up to 5 days in the refrigerator.TOASTING DRIED CHILESToasting chiles intensifies
their flavor. Heat a dry sauté pan over high heat until almost smoking. Add the chiles to the pan
and toast for 20 to 30 seconds on each side. Remove and let cool slightly, then remove the
stems and the seeds. Toasted dried chiles can be kept stored in a cool, dark place in a container
with a tight-fitting lid for up to 6 months.MAKING CHILE PUREEPlace dried chiles in a bowl,
pour boiling water on top, and let soak for about 30 minutes, or until soft. Remove the chiles from
the water and remove the stems and seeds, reserving the water. To puree them, place the chiles
in a food processor with a little of the soaking liquid and process until smooth. To make chipotle
chile puree, empty the contents of a can of chipotles in adobo sauce into a food processor and
process until smooth. Chile puree can be covered and stored for up to 5 days in the refrigerator.
Chipotle puree will last up to a month because of the vinegar in the adobo sauce.PAN-
ROASTINGYou will see this term throughout the book. We use pan-roasting a lot at Mesa Grill
and it is a great technique for thicker cuts of meat and fish. This method involves starting the
food out in a hot sauté pan on top of the stove to get a good, flavorful crust and finishing it in a
very hot oven to cook it evenly. If cooked entirely on the stove, thicker cuts will burn on the
outside before cooking through on the inside. By finishing this kind of cut in the oven instead,
where the heat is even and not just coming from underneath, the result is a perfectly cooked



piece of meat or fish.ROASTING CORNPreheat the oven to 375 degrees F. Pull the husks back
from each ear of corn, but do not pull them off entirely. Remove the silks and then replace the
husks. Soak the ears in cold water for 5 minutes, then remove them and shake off the excess
water. Place on a baking sheet and roast until the kernels are tender, 15 to 20 minutes. Let cool
slightly before removing the kernels, if desired.To remove the kernels from the cobs, whether raw
or roasted, remove the husks and silks (if raw), stand the corn on end in a large bowl, and cut
downward with a small sharp knife. Discard the cobs. One ear of corn will yield approximately ½
cup of kernels.ROASTING GARLICPreheat the oven to 300 degrees F. Separate the cloves of a
head of garlic, but do not peel. Drizzle the cloves with olive oil and season with salt and pepper.
Wrap the garlic securely in aluminum foil and place on a baking sheet. Roast in the oven for 45
minutes to 1 hour, until very soft. Squeeze the pulp from the skins, discarding the skins. Roasted
garlic will keep covered and stored in the refrigerator for up to 5 days.REDUCING TO SAUCE
CONSISTENCYIn the majority of sauce recipes in this book, you will notice that I say to cook
until reduced to a sauce consistency. This simply means boiling the liquid until it thickens. I
prefer to achieve a sauce consistency naturally, instead of adding a thickening agent such as
cornstarch or a roux that would change the flavor and texture of the final sauce. The way to test
for a “sauce consistency” is to dip a spoon into the sauce. If the sauce clings, that’s a good sign.
Next, draw your finger through the sauce. If the line your finger made stays, and the sauce
doesn’t run back into it, you have reached a sauce consistency. Whenever possible, use
homemade stock for your sauces. Store-bought canned broths, while convenient, are not always
made with bones and as such do not have natural gelatin in them. As a result, they do not
thicken as well or give you the richest possible flavor.MAKING SIMPLE SYRUPEssentially
predissolved sugar, simple syrup is great for sweetening cold drinks or using in fruit salads
instead of gritty sugar. Combine equal parts water and sugar in a saucepan, bring to a simmer,
and cook for a minute or two, until the sugar has completely dissolved. Let cool completely and
store, nearly indefinitely, in the refrigerator.TOASTING NUTS, SEEDS, AND SPICESToasting
brings out the flavor of these ingredients. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F. Put a single layer of
nuts or seeds in a skillet or on a baking sheet and toast for 5 to 7 minutes, until lightly golden
brown and fragrant, shaking the pan every couple of minutes to prevent burning. For spices,
proceed as above, but toast for only 3 to 4 minutes, until just fragrant. Transfer the nuts, seeds,
or spices to a plate and let cool completely. Store, tightly covered, for up to 1 day.INDOOR
GRILLINGIt’s no secret that I love to grill, but I realize that because of the change of seasons
and the fact that many people live in apartments, it isn’t always possible to fire up the grill in your
backyard. I recommend buying a cast-iron grill pan that can be used on top of the stove for year-
round grilling. Cast iron has incredible heat retention and distribution and with proper care will
last a lifetime. I prefer the Logic Pro Grid/Iron Griddle (see Sources).Dining at Mesa Grill is about
so much more than just the food; it’s about the total experience. The energy at Mesa Grill is
undeniable. There’s something about how the bright colors in the room and the bright flavors on
the plates come together and make Mesa a good-time kind of place. For most of my customers,



that good time begins at the bar.The bar at Mesa Grill is a destination unto itself. The cocktails
we serve are fresh, delicious, and the perfect accompaniment to our food. I can’t imagine a meal
that wouldn’t be made better with one of our signature drinks. Nothing gets things started like a
Cactus Pear Margarita. You’ll also find a recipe for our famous pretzel breadsticks in here to help
tide you over until dinner.Making and enjoying these dishes should be a festive occasion, and
you’ll definitely find help bringing the party home in this chapter.TEQUILA GUIDECACTUS
PEAR MARGARITAMESA GRILL MARGARITAPINEAPPLE-CHILE MARGARITATANGERINE
MARGARITAMESA GRILL SMOKY FLOATERSPICY BLOODY MARYMESA GRILL
PRETZELSTEQUILA GUIDEMesa Grill’s Southwestern cuisine shares so many of its flavors and
ingredients, and indeed its culinary heritage, with that of Mexico. So it’s only natural that the
drink that best complements Mesa’s dishes is often tequila, Mexico’s finest. There’s nothing
better to start off a boldly flavored Southwestern meal than a well-made margarita, and it seems
that most of Mesa Grill’s patrons agree. Tequila is by far our most poured liquor.My friend and
business partner Laurence Kretchmer put out a great book a few years ago called The Mesa
Grill Guide to Tequila It takes a really in-depth look at tequila’s history and production, with
tasting notes and, of course, great recipes for fabulous cocktails. It has a wealth of knowledge
about one of my favorite spirits and is a great reference piece. What follows is just a little of that
knowledge. There’s a lot more to tequila than shots at the bar!Tequila is a distilled spirit made
from the blue agave plant—which is not, contrary to popular belief, a cactus. The blue agave is
harvested, trimmed, and cooked before its juices are extracted and fermented with the addition
of yeast. This is the recipe (greatly simplified) for the production of 100 percent pure
tequila.There are plenty of mixed tequilas out there in addition to those labeled 100 percent
pure. These are a minimum of 51 percent tequila, while the remaining percentage is made up of
sugars added at the time of fermentation. This tequila makes up the bulk of what is exported to
the United States, and while it does have its place in mixed drinks, more and more consumers
are seeking out the 100 percent pure. There is no one way of labeling a mixed tequila; some will
say “mixed” or “blended,” others nothing at all. But you can bet it’s mixed if “100% pure” isn’t on
the label.TYPES OF TEQUILABLANCO (ALSO KNOWN AS SILVER OR PLATA)This is tequila
in its purest form. Unaged, clear, and fresh, tequila blanco, or white tequila, is the closest in taste
to the agave plant itself. This tends to be my favorite type (when 100 percent pure) for use in
mixed drinks, for its great tequila flavor.REPOSADAThis slightly aged tequila is given a reposada
(rest) for at least 2 months in oak prior to release. This affects the color, aroma, and taste of the
tequila, making for a slightly tan, more mellow overall drink.AÑEJOEven more mellow than the
reposadas, this type of tequila is aged for at least a year, with some distilleries aging for up to
three years. These tequilas have many of the same characteristics of other aged spirits such as
whiskey and bourbon, as they take on the rich flavor and color of the wood barrels in which they
are stored. While many añejo tequilas can be enjoyed in mixed drinks, of all tequilas, this is the
type best suited to sipping straight or on the rocks.JOVEN ABOCADO OR GOLDUntil recently,
these were probably the tequilas you would see behind most bars and on liquor store shelves.



Gold or joven (young) tequila is unaged tequila that has been fortified with added colors and
flavors. This both gives it the golden color of an aged tequila and removes some of the perceived
“harsh” taste. So, really, it’s artificially aged blanco tequila. It’s made only for the export market
and we tend not to use much of it at Mesa Grill.MEZCALMezcal is distilled from a different
species of agave from that of tequila. Also, the agave used to make mezcal is roasted over
charcoal rather than baked in an oven, giving the spirit a smoky flavor. While it is gaining in
popularity outside of Mexico, far less mezcal than tequila is exported for foreign consumption.
We use Single Village Mezcal from Del Maguey at Mesa Grill. These very distinctive spirits are
worth getting to know.Clockwise from left: Cactus Pear Margarita, Spicy Bloody Mary, and Mesa
Grill MargaritaCACTUS PEAR MARGARITASERVES 1WHEN SOMEONE ASKS ME WHAT
COCKTAIL THEY SHOULD TRY FIRST, I ALWAYS RECOMMEND THIS ONE. IT’S BRIGHT IN
TASTE AND COLOR—IT’S A VIBRANT PINK. SLIGHTLY SWEET AND TOTALLY UNUSUAL,
THIS MARGARITA IS THE PERFECT ACCOMPANIMENT FOR MESA’S CUISINE. CACTUS
PEAR SYRUP CAN BE PURCHASED ONLINE (see Sources)2ounces silver tequila1ounce
orange liqueur, such as Cointreau or Triple Sec1ounce cactus pear syrup½ounce fresh lime
juiceIce cubesKosher salt (optional)1 lime slicePour the tequila, orange liqueur, cactus pear
syrup, and lime juice into a cocktail shaker, add ice, and shake for 10 seconds. Strain into a
chilled martini glass with or without a salt rim and garnish with the lime slice.NOTE You can also
serve over ice in a rocks glass or you can blend with ice in a blender for a frozen cactus pear
margarita.MESA GRILL MARGARITASERVES 1ON THE ROCKS, STRAIGHT UP, WITH OR
WITHOUT SALT, THIS IS IT, MY ULTIMATE MARGARITA. THE KEY TO THIS MARGARITA IS
TO KEEP IT SIMPLE AND TO KEEP IT TART. FRESH LIME JUICE CREATES A BRIGHTER,
MORE AUTHENTIC MARGARITA THAN ANY SOUR MIX COULD. I STAY AWAY FROM THE
GREEN STUFF! (See photograph)2ounces silver tequila1ounce orange liqueur, such as
Cointreau or Triple Sec1ounce fresh lime juiceIce cubes1lime sliceKosher salt (optional)Pour the
tequila, orange liqueur, and lime juice into a cocktail shaker, add ice, and shake for 10 seconds.
Rub the rim of a rocks glass with the lime slice and dip in a plate of salt. Strain the mixture into
the glass and garnish with the lime slice.Cranberry MargaritaPrepare Mesa Grill Margarita,
adding 1 ounce thawed cranberry juice concentrate to the cocktail shaker.PINEAPPLE-CHILE
MARGARITASERVES 4THIS MARGARITA IS ONE OF OUR NEWEST CREATIONS. THE
HEAT FROM THE CHILE SHOULD BE SUBTLE, BARELY MAKING ITSELF KNOWN IN THE
BACK OF YOUR THROAT AFTER YOU SWALLOW.2cups fresh pineapple juice1cup coarsely
chopped pineapple1Fresno chile, coarsely chopped6ounces reposada tequila, such as
HornitosIce cubesCombine the pineapple juice, pineapple, chile, and tequila in a blender and
blend until smooth. Serve over ice.TANGERINE MARGARITASERVES 4TANGERINES JUST
MIGHT BE MY FAVORITE CITRUS FRUIT. I LOVE USING THEM IN SAUCES AND
VINAIGRETTES AND EVERY WINTER AT MESA GRILL WE FEATURE A TANGERINE
MARGARITA ON THE COCKTAIL MENU. THE HONEY IN THE RECIPE NOT ONLY ADDS A
TOUCH OF SWEETNESS THAT BALANCES OUT THE SLIGHTLY TART FLAVOR OF THE



TANGERINE BUT ALSO ADDS A BIT OF BODY TO THE DRINK.8ounces silver tequila4ounces
orange liqueur, such as Cointreau or Triple Sec4ounces fresh lime juice4ounces frozen
tangerine concentrate, thawed1tablespoon honeyGrated zest of 1 tangerineIce cubes4tangerine
slices4mint sprigs, for garnish (optional)Combine the tequila, orange liqueur, lime juice,
tangerine concentrate, honey, and zest in a blender and blend until smooth. Pour over ice in
rocks glasses and garnish each with a tangerine slice and a mint sprig.MESA GRILL SMOKY
FLOATERSERVES 1IF YOU’RE LOOKING TO GET MORE FAMILIAR WITH MEZCAL, TRY
THIS COCKTAIL. THE MEZCAL RESTS ATOP A MARGARITA-LIKE CONCOCTION, WHICH
TEMPERS ITS SMOKY FLAVOR WITH THAT OF THE BRIGHTER TEQUILA.2ounces silver
tequila1ounce orange liqueur, such as Cointreau or Triple Sec1ounce fresh lime juice1teaspoon
simple syrupIce cubes½ounce Del Maguey Chichicapa Single Village MezcalPour the tequila,
orange liqueur, lime juice, and simple syrup into a cocktail shaker, add ice, and shake until
combined. Strain over ice in a rocks glass and pour the mezcal on top. Do not stir the mezcal into
the drink; it should “float” on top.SPICY BLOODY MARYSERVES 2COULD YOU SERVE
BRUNCH WITHOUT ONE? I GUESS SO, BUT I WOULDN’T ADVISE IT. MY RECIPE IS FAIRLY
TRADITIONAL—JUST AMPED UP A BIT, BECAUSE WHEN IT COMES TO THIS DRINK,
SPICIER = BETTER. THERE ARE SOME PEPPER-FLAVORED VODKAS OUT THERE THAT
WOULD BE A GREAT SUBSTITUTE FOR THE PLAIN VODKA. (See photograph)1½cups
tomato juice (12 ounces)4ounces vodkaJuice of 1 lemon2tablespoons prepared horseradish,
drained2to 4 dashes Mesa Hot Sauce or Tabasco sauce2dashes Worcestershire
sauce¼teaspoon celery salt¼teaspoon freshly ground black pepperIce cubesCelery spears and
jalapeño chiles, for garnish (optional)1. Whisk together the tomato juice, vodka, lemon juice,
horseradish, hot sauce, Worcestershire, celery salt, and pepper in a small pitcher and refrigerate
until cold, at least 30 minutes.2. Pour the mixture into 2 large glasses filled with ice and garnish
each with a celery spear and a jalapeño.MESA GRILL PRETZELSMAKES 20 PRETZELSMY
PASTRY STAFF DEVELOPED THESE PRETZELS TO BE SERVED AT THE BAR. AND TRUE
TO THE PRETZELS’ DESIGN, THEIR CRUNCHY TEXTURE AND SALTY AND SPICY
JALAPEÑO FLAVOR ARE A GREAT ACCOMPANIMENT TO COCKTAILS—ESPECIALLY
THOSE FEATURING TEQUILA.Nonstick cooking spray (optional)¼cup yellow cornmeal¾cups
warm water¼ounce fresh yeast2teaspoons light brown sugar1large egg1head roasted garlic,
peeled and pureedKosher salt1teaspoon freshly ground black pepper3to 4 cups all-purpose
flour, plus more for rolling3poblano chiles, roasted, peeled, seeded, and finely dicedJalapeño
chile powder1. Line 2 baking sheets with Silpat liners or parchment paper that has been lightly
sprayed with nonstick cooking spray, and sprinkle an even layer of the cornmeal over each.2.
Combine the water and yeast in a large bowl and mix together with your fingertips until the yeast
has dissolved. Whisk in the sugar, egg, and garlic until combined. Add 2 teaspoons salt, the
pepper, 3 cups of flour (add more if necessary to form a smooth dough), and poblanos and mix
until combined.3. Transfer the dough to a lightly floured surface and knead until the dough is
smooth. Place the dough in a lightly greased large bowl, cover the top with plastic wrap or a



clean kitchen towel, and let rise in a warm area until doubled in size, about 1½ hours.4. Preheat
the oven to 350 degrees F.5. Remove the dough from the bowl and divide in half. On a floured
work surface, roll each half out into a 12 × 12-inch square about 1 inch thick. Cut each square
into 10 even strips. Hold the dough by the ends; stretch it to the length of one of the baking
sheets, keeping the shape as uniform as possible. Place the pretzels on the baking sheets,
spacing 1 inch apart. Let rise, uncovered, in a warm place for 30 minutes. Season the tops with a
combination of kosher salt and jalapeño powder. Bake until crisp and golden brown, 20 to 25
minutes. Remove to baking racks and let cool.Mesa’s soup selection changes with every
season, but each soup is distinctly “Mesa Grill"—all are inspired by the traditional ingredients of
the Southwest and all are delicious. You’ll find homey, one-bowl meals such as Chicken and
Mushroom Posole Soup and elegant starters for the most upscale dinner parties, like the refined
Green Pea and Green Chile Soup. I hold texture second only to taste, and these soups are no
exception. They are dynamic in every possible way, with layers of flavor and toppings that are
just as vital to the finished dish as any other component. More than garnishes, I think you’ll find
that additions such as roasted pumpkin seeds, fried plaintain strips, and cool relishes elevate
what is already great to spectacular. From the hearty black bean to silky pumpkin, there’s got to
be a Mesa soup that will find its way onto your table.ENRICHED CHICKEN STOCKROASTED
CAULIFLOWER AND GREEN CHILE SOUPwith Blue Corn–Goat Cheese TaquitosBLACK
BEAN SOUPwith Toasted Cumin Crema and Three RelishesCHICKEN AND MUSHROOM
POSOLE SOUPGREEN PEA AND GREEN CHILE SOUPwith Crispy Serrano Ham and Mint-
Cumin CremaPUMPKIN SOUPwith Cinnamon Crema and Roasted Pumpkin SeedsSWEET
POTATO AND ROASTED PLANTAIN SOUPwith Smoked Chile Crema and Fried
PlantainENRICHED CHICKEN STOCKMAKES ABOUT 6 CUPSTHIS IS THE FULL-FLAVORED
STOCK THAT WE USE AT MESA GRILL TO MAKE OUR SOUPS AND SAUCES. ITS RICH
TASTE AND COLOR COME FROM ROASTING THE BONES BEFORE SIMMERING THEM IN
WATER WITH AROMATICS AND THEN REDUCING THE STOCK TO CONCENTRATE THE
FLAVORS.5pounds chicken pieces, such as wings, backs, and necks3tablespoons canola
oil2medium Spanish onions, quartered2large stalks celery, plus leaves, coarsely chopped2large
carrots, coarsely chopped2teaspoons black peppercorns8sprigs fresh thyme12sprigs fresh flat-
leaf parsley1bay leaf1. Preheat the oven to 400 degrees F.2. Place the chicken parts in a large
roasting pan and toss with the oil. Place in the oven and roast, turning once, until deep golden
brown, 25 to 30 minutes.3. Transfer the pieces to a large stockpot and add the onions, celery,
carrots, peppercorns, thyme, parsley, bay leaf, and 3½ quarts of cold water. Bring the mixture to
a boil over high heat, reduce the heat to medium, and let simmer, uncovered, for 3 hours. Strain
the stock through a cheesecloth-lined strainer into a large saucepan and discard the solids.4.
Put the saucepan over high heat and boil the stock until reduced to approximately 6 cups, 35 to
40 minutes. Let cool to room temperature and then refrigerate until cold, at least 8 hours or
overnight.5. Once cold, remove the layer of fat that will have risen to the top and discard. The
stock may be covered and refrigerated for up to 2 days or frozen for up to 3 months.ROASTED



CAULIFLOWER AND GREEN CHILE SOUP WITH BLUE CORN–GOAT CHEESE
TAQUITOSSERVES 4 TO 6CAULIFLOWER IS AN UNDERRATED VEGETABLE, BUT IT
DESERVES TO MAKE A COMEBACK. IT HAS A SOFT, SMOOTH FLAVOR AND
CONSISTENCY THAT MAKES A GREAT BACKDROP TO GREEN CHILES AND TO TANGY
GOAT CHEESE SPREAD OVER TORTILLA CHIPS AND BROILED.2heads cauliflower, cut into
florets3tablespoons olive oilKosher salt and freshly ground black pepper3to 4 cups Enriched
Chicken Stock or low-sodium chicken broth or vegetable broth½cup heavy cream2poblano
chiles, roasted, and pureedBlue Corn–Goat Cheese Taquitos (recipe follows)Chopped fresh
cilantro, for garnish (optional)1. Preheat the oven to 350 degrees F. Put the cauliflower in a large
baking dish, toss with the oil, and season with salt and pepper. Cover the pan with aluminum foil
and using a paring knife, make a few slits in the foil.2. Transfer the pan to the oven and roast until
the cauliflower is soft, 25 to 30 minutes, removing the foil and stirring once during cooking.3.
Scrape the cauliflower into a medium saucepan and add the stock. Bring to a boil, then lower the
heat and simmer for 15 minutes.4. Carefully ladle the cauliflower into a blender or a food
processor and add a few cups of the stock. Puree until smooth, adding more stock to reach a
thick soup consistency. Strain the soup into a clean pot. The soup can be made up to this point 1
day in advance.5. Bring to a simmer and whisk in the heavy cream and poblano puree and
season with salt and pepper. Cook for about 5 minutes, or until just warmed through.6. Ladle the
soup into bowls and top each with 2 or 3 taquitos and a sprinkling of cilantro. Serve hot.Blue
Corn–Goat Cheese TaquitosSERVES 4 TO 612blue corn tortilla chips4ounces fresh goat
cheese1. Preheat the broiler.2. Spread each tortilla chip with some goat cheese and arrange on
a baking sheet. Place under the broiler and cook until the cheese begins to bubble and turn
golden brown, 1 to 2 minutes. Serve immediately.BLACK BEAN SOUP WITH TOASTED CUMIN
CREMA AND THREE RELISHESSERVES 6 TO 8I LOVE THIS SOUP. THE SMOOTH BLACK
BEANS MAKE A GORGEOUS CANVAS FOR THE CREMA AND RELISHES. THIS EXCITING
DISH HAS SO MANY WONDERFUL TEXTURES AND FLAVORS, AND WHILE YOU COULD
JUST MAKE THE SOUP, YOU’D REALLY BE MISSING OUT ON THE BEAUTY OF THIS
COMBINATION IF YOU SKIPPED THE TOPPINGS, WHICH ARE EASY TO PUT TOGETHER.
IF, BY CHANCE, YOU FIND YOURSELF WITH ANY LEFTOVER SOUP, IT MAKES A GREAT
DIP, BECAUSE IT THICKENS WHEN IT COOLS.1pound dried black beans, or 6 cups (3 15.5-
ounce cans) canned black beans, drained and rinsed2tablespoons olive oil1medium carrot,
peeled and coarsely chopped1medium Spanish onion, coarsely chopped3cloves garlic,
coarsely chopped1cup red wine3jalapeño chiles, roasted, peeled, and seeded1poblano chile,
roasted, peeled, and seeded4cups Enriched Chicken Stock low-sodium chicken broth, or
water2tablespoons fresh lime juiceKosher salt and freshly ground black pepperTomato-Serrano
Relish (recipe follows)Toasted Cumin Crema (recipe follows)Avocado-Tomatillo Relish (recipe
follows)Grilled Onion Relish (recipe follows)1. If using dried beans, pick over them to remove any
stones, put them in a large bowl, and add enough cold water to cover by at least 2 inches. Let
soak for at least 8 hours or overnight. Drain well.2. Heat the olive oil in a medium saucepan over



medium heat. Add the carrot, onion, and garlic and cook for about 5 minutes, or until the onion is
translucent. Add the wine, bring to a boil, and cook until reduced by half.3. Add the beans and
reduce the heat to medium. Add the jalapeños, poblano, and stock and simmer for 30 minutes if
using canned beans, or 1 to 1½ hours if using dried, until the dried beans are cooked through.4.
Remove from the heat and add the lime juice, and salt and pepper to taste. Using a blender or
food processor, puree half of the soup and return it to the pot (alternatively, use an immersion
blender). Bring to a simmer before serving. Ladle the soup into individual bowls. Drizzle with the
toasted cumin crema and top with a few tablespoons of each of the relishes. Serve
immediately.Tomato-Serrano RelishMAKES ABOUT 1 CUP2ripe beefsteak tomatoes, seeded
and finely diced1serrano chile, finely choppedKosher salt and freshly ground black pepper
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Fishing Fool, “Great recipes!. I have made about a half dozen recipes out of this book and they
have all turned out delicious. The instructions in the recipes are really clear and easy to follow.
Bobby Flay is the man!”

RVABrooklynite, “My Favorite All Time Cookbook!. Simply put, the recipes in this cookbook allow
me to make food that tastes like it was made by an accomplished chef at a fine dining restaurant.
This is my go to cookbook when I want to make amazing food with layers of flavors and that
looks as good as it tastes. It feels a little bit like cheating, because guests assume that I'm a
much better cook than I actually am when I follow these recipes. I haven't found a recipe that isn't
fantastic, and I'm still working my way through the cookbook 10 years after I bought it. My only
caveat is that some of the recipes take some time because you'll be preparing a homemade
salsa, topped with a homemade hot sauce, to go on top of the entree you're making. Don't let
that scare you though, because it will be worth a little extra time to surprise not only your guests
but yourself with the food that this cookbook shows you how to make.”

John Chwastyk, “Awesome Flavors, but Lots of Ingredients. My wife and I Love Bobby Flay's
recipes!Nearly everything we've tried, we've loved.My only reservation is that there are a lot of
ingredients and the recipes take time ... something we need to make the occasion for on
weekends. He also has some hard to find ingredients ... which is fine by us, since our spice rack
is now much more stocked.His blending of sweet with just the right amount of heat is just
great.One note on the book construction is that we had to return the book for a replacement 3
times to finally get one that didn't crack the attachment of the binding, usually toward the front
section of the book. When simply leaving the book open while cooking it would crack the
binding inside the book and would loosen the pages where they looked like they would fall out
over time. Amazon was great and said they'd hold future sales of the book until it was resolved
and told us to wait a few months or so to order it again if we wanted to. Of course we did want
another copy, so we ordered our replacement ~10 months later and the book was of a much
better quality.All in all, we look forward to buying more Bobby Flay books, he truly is a great chef
and recipes keep our taste buds very happy.”

Danielle Miller, “Great cookbook!. My fiance' and I spent New Year's in Las Vegas this year.
While there, we dined at Mesa Grill for the first time. The food was spectacular--no other word for
it other than maybe fabulous, outstanding...you get the point. We enjoyed it so much that we
canceled reservations at another well known Vegas restaurant later in the week to dine there
again instead. There wasn't a single thing we sampled that was less than pefect. We travel a lot
and dine in many wonderful restaurants--Mesa Grill is easily in the top 5 of our favorites list.
That being said, when I got home I couldn't wait to order this cookbook and see if the dishes in it
were the same or at least very similar to the ones we enjoyed in the restaurant. What a



wonderful surprise to find that they are! The pumpkin soup, the pork tenderloin (WOW), the 16
spice chicken, the sauces--everything has just been great. The book has a ton of brightly
colored pictures of the food and is very easy to follow, even for someone who wouldn't
necessarily call themselves a "gourmet". Some of the ingredients might be unusual but I've
found most are easily accessed in my local markets and what I can't find there, I've been able to
purchase here on Amazon.com. We are having a great time working our way through this book.
I would highly recommend it to anyone who enjoys bold flavors.”

Sarah Rempala, “Don't be afraid of the heat, very well balanced recipes!. Just cooked my first
recipe out of the book for NYE dinner, pork tenderloin with bourbon-ancho sauce (pg. 166),
amazing and tasted just like I had at the restaurant. Only thing I noticed was that the cooking
times were a bit off, but that could be because the recipes were developed on a commercial
stove not a home one. Not a big deal, just going to add a little time cushion in the future knowing
it might take longer. Also, with it being the dead of winter I didn't have the ventilation I necessarily
needed to sear with that chili rub. LOL! In the future I will use less or cook it outside so my guests
do feel like they have been pepper sprayed, but it was well worth the few min. of suffering. :-) the
pork has a really nice balance tons of flavor but not to hot, even my friend that thinks black
pepper is sometimes hot loved it!”

forestbum, “This is a good southwestern book, but NOT a grill book.. I purchased this due to the
good reviews and the fact that Amazon listed it as a best-seller under grilling and barbequing. It
is so far a great Southwestern gourmet food cookbook--and I do love making Southwestern
gourmet food. However, I thought I'd warn any other would-be grillers out there that this
particular book is not for that activity. Try a Steven Raichlen book--they are great and for the
GRILL. Maybe one of Flay's other books is for grills? But for Southwestern Food--tried the
Black Bean Soup with Cumin Crema and relishes and it was not that hard (for gourmet food),
and quite good. The different toppings were fairly easy to assemble and really transformed it to
a great soup, not just bean soup. If this is any indication, this is up there with the Southwestern
cookbooks by Stephan Pyles.  Except maybe a little easier.”

S.J. Cunningham, “Good Quality and a Surprise!. Great quality, and imagine my surprise when
the copy was signed by Bobby Flay himself! Will definitely buy from this seller again.”

scotty, “Five Stars. very happy”

G. Grauer, “Great cookbook. So far I love this cookbook! I've made quite a few dishes and they're
all DELICIOUS! I like how informative it is on general technique and there's tons of sauces in the
back to be used with whatever. As far as the specific ingredients some recipes call for (that you
can't find at your local store), I find improvising with what you have works just as well. Thanks to
Bobby Flay, I can make the best polenta ever now! I would recommend this to anyone who likes



cooking good food.”

Norma Linscott, “exactly what i was hoping for. I own a few bobby flay cookbooks but i really
wanted one that represented his sw cooking.  This is perfect”

Jordan Stinson, “Best. Book. Ever.. Easily my most loved cookbook. The binding is pretty
damaged and the pages are all stuck together. The recipes can take time but are all worth it.
Advice to people relatively new to cooking this type of food: keep at it. My first few attempts at
cooking a lot of this food were not nearly as successful. The flavours are big, but there are
subtleties in the cooking methods that make all the difference. This book is a must have for any
food lover.”

Lee Wood, “Poor delivery great book. While it arrived 4 days late even with prime, it is a great
cookbook”

The book by Bobby Flay has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 411 people have provided feedback.
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